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Abstract. The problem of efficient packet routing is central to the area of communication networks. 
The special case of permutation packet routing has been extensively studied in the past. While 
optimal algorithms for permutation routing exist, they do not ‘scale up’ to give optimal solutions 
for the general case. Using a novel technique we obtain an optimal algorithm for the general 
packet routing problem. 
The c Al: of our solution is an algorithm for a generalized version of the token distribution 
problem. This result has direct applications to the solution of the load balancing problem in 
distributed systems. 
ey words. Parallel and distributed computation, communication, expander graphs. 
The problem of routing simultaneously many packets through a relatively sparse 
(particularly, bounded-degree) interconnection etworks is one of the basic problems 
in the theory of parallel and distributed computation. e formulate this problem 
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have focused on the problem of routing a permutation, or an (n, 1,l) -communication 
request (one-to-one communication). An O(log n) determi istic solution for this 
problem is known for certain bounded-degree networks enabling sorting in 
steps (henceforth, S-networks), based on the AKS sorting network [2,4]. O(log n) 
probabilistic algorithms have been analysed for more practical networks like the 
butterfly [7] and the d-way shuffle [I]. These results match the Q(log n) lower bound 
for the implementation of an (n, 1, l)-communication request on any bounded- 
degree network. 
However, both assumptions eem unrealistic and hard to accept. Concerning the 
first assumption, permutation routing is a very restrictive form of communication, 
and the assumption that individual processors can coordinate their activity in a 
distributed computation so that only one message is addressed to each processor 
at any given time can rarely be justified. As for the second assumption, it is clear 
that in many applications the number of packets traveling in the network is much 
larger than the number of processors gbnerating these packets. Furthermore, the 
algorithms developed for (n, 1,l )-routing do not ‘scale up’ to give an optimal solution 
for communication requests with higher parameters. (A naive iterative application 
of a permutation algorithm for an (n, K, K)-communication request takes 
O(K Iog n) steps.) Thus, a new approach is needed for the more general problem. 
In a previous work [6] we made a step in the way to solving the general problem, 
by relaxing the first assumption. We gave an optimal solution for the (n, K, , IQ- 
communication problem on bounded-degree networks. In this paper we complete 
the task and provide a solution for the general (m, K1, K&problem. Our main 
result is the following. 
ewe . (1) Any solution of the (m, K, , K&routing problem on an n-processor 
bounded-degree network requires a( K, + K2 + (ml n) log n) parallel steps. 
(2) There exist an (explicitly constructible) n-processor bounded-degree network and 
a deterministic algorithm that solves any (m, K, , K&communication request on this 
network in 0( K, + K2 + (m/n) log n) parallel steps. 
The core of our solution is an algorithm for a generalized version of the token 
distribution problem (first defined in [6]), which is stated as follows: m tokens are 
initially distributed among n processors, with no more than K at each site. Redis- 
tribute the tokens through a bounded-degree network so that each processor will 
have either lm/n j or [m/n] tokens. 
n addition to its importance in the context of communication the token distribu- 
ect applications to the problem of load balancing in distributed 
ch token as an independent process waiting for execution. Then 
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2. There exists an (explicitly constructible) n-pro sir bounded-degree 
network and a deterministic algorithm that solves the (m, ) -token distribution 
problem on this network in 0( K +f (m, n) iog n) parallel steps, where f (m, n) = 
min{ log( m/ n), log log n}. 
Our algorithm for the generalized token distribution problem solves the problem 
in two stages. Firs an upproximate token distribution problem is solved with the 
above complexity, leaving no more than lm/n) f O( 1) tokens in each processor. 
Then, an exact distribution is achieved using an 0( log n) routing or sorting algorithm. 
We first present he solution to the generalized token distribution problem. Then, 
extending a reduction technique first presented in [6] we show how to use the token 
distribution algorithm to obtain an optimal algorithm for the general routing 
problem. 
utatio el 
We first define precisely the underlying model. Throughout, our communication 
network is modeled by an uudirected graph G = ( V, E), where 1 V( = n and the 
maximal degree is d. The system is assumed to be synchronous, and we use the 
number of rounds (clock ticks) as our time measure. A node can send one message 
along any adjacent edge in one time step, where by message we mean either a packet 
or a string of O(log m) bits. We assume that the processors can perform an unlimited 
amount of computation in every time step. However, in our upper bounds local 
computations are minimal (i.e., logarithmic in n). 
For every node v E V we denote the number of packets (or tokens) in v in any 
given moment by t(v), where C, t(v) = m. We assume that the tokens are numbered. 
However, this is not necessary, as the tokens can be numbered initially in O(log n) 
time. ‘kVe also assume that m/n is an integer, to simplify the presentation. 
CLur solution works on communication etworks that are both sqrt expanders and 
S-networks. An n-vertex graph G = ( V, E) is an (a, p, y)-expander if, for ever;l Get 
of vertices U s.t. ! e/l c /3n, we have lr( U) - Ul > ai Ul and, for every set of vertices 
Us.t.IU(a~n,wehaveIr(u)-ul~~lU(, h w ere F( U) denotes the set of neighbors 
of nodes in U. A sqrt expander is a d-regular (a, p, y)-expander with t 
property that there exists an i, O- -=iSd s.t. a>(d+i’)/(itl). For su 
we define 1 = min{ i 1 a > (d + i’)/ 
Note that this requirement hold 
definition is slightly different than the usual, but 
all random regular graphs, a 
xistence and explicit construction of S-n 
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3. wit rt 
We solve the token distribution problem in two stages. e core of t rst stage 
is an algorithm that solves an approximate version of the token distribution problem 
on a wide class of expander networks. Given an (a, p, y)-sqrt-expander and an 
initial (K, n&distribution, the algorithm redistributes the tokens so that when it 
terminates, each processor stores m/n f 1/2p tokens. In the second stage we use 
O(1) sorting rounds to achieve an exact distribution. 
3.1. Appraxima te token distribution 
3.1. mere is Q deterministic algorithm and a class of bounded-degree networks 
at the algorithm solves any irrstanre ofthe approximate (m, K )-token distribution 
problems on any network ipi the class in O( K + f (m, n) log n) parallel steps, where 
n) = min{log(m/n), log log n}. 
It is relatively straightforward to come up with an 0( K + (ml n) log n) algorithm, 
based on grouping the tokens into chunks of m,/n tokens each, applying the 
approximate algorithm of [6] viewing chunks as (at most 2n) single tokens and 
getting down to K ‘s cm/n for some constant c, and then finishing as in [6]. Here 
we give a significantly more efficient solution. 
Our algorithm works in phases. We characterize the distribution of the tokens at 
the beginning of each phase by two parameters D and D giving lower and upper 
bounds for the deviation of the distribution from the mean m/n. Thus, for every v E V, 
For any 0 s F d 1, the set of p-heavily loaded processors is denoted by 
ually, the set of p-lightly loaded processors is denoted by 
of each phase we distinguish between two cases. In Case 1, 
hase moves tokens from tht most eavily loaded processors 
by a constant factor. In case 2, 
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3.1.1. &h_ce 1: 
e first redistribute the 
tokens without so that for some p >Q the set 
(p) to the rest of the network so 
that D is reduced by a constant factor. 
The first redistribution is achieved by the following procedure. 
rot F@ dl 
Let cr) = [log 2p/log( 1 - yd-*)I + 1. 
ork=Ptoo-1 
(1) Identify the 
(2) Every node z E H( 1/2k) informs all its neighbors that it belongs to H(1/2k). 
(3) Every node :a ti H(1/2k) that received such messages chooses exactly one 
sender u and replies with the message ‘Ready’. 
(4) Every node v E H( 1/2k) that received ‘Ready’ replies chooses xactly one of 
the replying neighbors u @ (i/2k) and performs 1/2k+‘D ‘flow’ steps, in 
each of which it sends one token to u. 
If IH( s $z when Procedure J& is irluokcd, then, when it terminates, 
IH(1/2”)1 s fin. 
roof. We prove by induction on k that at the end of iteration k, 1 H( l/2k+‘)l s 
(1 - y/d 2)k$. For k = 0 the claim immediately follows from the assumption of the 
lemma. Now let M’ = H( l/2k) at the beginning of iteration k. Since the graph is an 
(cy, /3, y)-expander, the set H’ has at least ylH’I neighbors outside it. All these get 
messages in Step (29, and reply with a ‘Ready’ message in Step (3). Therefore, at 
least (y/d )IH’l vertices in H’ get ‘Ready’ messages, and at least ( y/ d*)I WI nodes 
of V- W’ get to be chosen in Step (4). Since this procedure in effect constructs a 
partial matching in the graph, the same number of nodes of ’ lose tokens. A 
processor that sends tokens is left with no more than m/n +- (1 - l/2k”)D tokens 
and a processor that received tokens has no more than 
m 
-+(I-$+--+;+(1---& 
n 
tokens. Thus, after Step: (4), only nodes of 
might still have more than m/n + (I 
, and together with the indu 
o-l 1 
-n 
2 
Spn. Cl 
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lemma is proved by showing i
denote the parxmeters fi an 
immediate for k = 0. For k 3 II, we clea 
that actually participated in iteration k. A proc 
k 3 1 could only decrease its t(v), and since 
most 1/2k+’ tokens out, it ends up with 
Similarly, a processor v that received tokens in iteration k 2 1 could only increase 
its t(v), and since it belongs to V- H( I/?“) and it receives at most 1/2k+’ tokens, 
it ends up with 
Xence, the new bounds are no worse than the original ones. cl 
We now reach the second step of the treatment. Once we establish a set lH( l/2”)) s 
pn we can reduce D by shipping tokens from this set to the rest of the network. 
This is done by a variant of the U-dag method developed in [6]. Note that when 
m= n, which is the case solved in [6], H(i) is already bounded by pn for any 
D > 2/p. Thus, in that special case we had to consider only the first case (H(i) s $2) 
and could start directly from the second step. 
For any given set U c V, a U-dag is a directed acyclic subgraph 6’ = ( V’, E’) 
with the following properties: 
(a) UC_ V’c v; 
(2) E’c_ E (looking at the underlying undirected edges); 
(3) for every v E V’, indegree( v) s I; 
(4) for every v E V’, outdegree = I+ 1. 
The following distributed procedure for constructing a U-dag has been analysed 
in i6j. 
essage to each of 
s all its neighbors that it selongs to K! 
t I such messq8zs replies a ‘Ready’ 
at received a ‘Ready’ message from ak least 2 + k neighbors 
so informs them. 
ZeZ stepsjbr somejxed q = q( Q, p, d). 
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nodeuEC]bec 
licit in [t;] is the following corollary. 
= ( V, E) and jor every set U c 
it for any prescribed nu 
U-dag, with the property t at, for every v E U, if v appears in 
ow use the U-dag in order to ship tokens from the most loade 
to the rest of the network. 
&2 
fy the set H(1/2”). 
istributediy construct an ti ( l/2” )-dag 6’ = ( V’, E ‘). Even if the constructron 
t completed, stop after q log n steps. 
rm (l/(1+ lj2”)D token ‘flow’ steps in which, on every edge (u, v) E E’, 
M sends a token to o. 
Denote by 0’ and D’ respectively the parameters D and D ajter executing 
‘42, and assume tha. before its execution IH(l/2’9l s @I. Let t= 
l-1/((1+1)2”). Then D’S@and p”:Q. 
Let us first consider a node v E H(l/2”). In every flow step, v receives at 
most 2 tokens and sends 2 + 1, so 1t loses between 1 and i + 1 tokens per step and 
overall it loses between (1/(1+1)2’)o and (1/2”)D tokens in Step (3). Since, 
initially, 
v en with 
m I\- m / -- ~__2-.~~~(~)~--+ 
n 2”) n ’ \ 
e new bounds. 
et us consider a node 2 E V- 
low m/n - &I On 
okens, an6 gets at 
(l/2”), they obey the requirements. Cl 
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’ denote the parameters 
en, for any initial 
y arguments imilar to those of ILen3 
construction of Step (2) may not have been 
lary 3.5 guarantees that, for every n 
articipate in the resulting dag or it has 1 i “1 
We can now combine the two procedures into one Procedure J& 
Let 0’ and J@ denote the parameters Q and D after the execution of 
Then, 
(I) If IH(f)I =S $I before the execution, then 3% @ and Q’a D. 
(;>I > in, then I% D and D’a Q. 
denote P-i($) before the run, and let H’ denote the set H(1/2”) 
after Step (1). By Lemma 3.2, IH’I s fin. ‘Therefore, by Lemma 3.6, at the end of 
Step (2) the new parameters atisfy I% @ and D’a D. 
(2): Follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.7. Cl 
The total runtime of Procedure ~4 is 0( D + log n), of which 0( IT) are 
eps and O(log n) are spent on CC - - ‘rutting the dag. 
e can now proceed to the treatment of the second case. 
3.12. Case 2: IH( > $2 
We treat this case in a ww symmetric to the first case. TC demonstrate this 
symmetry .I,* ;rr*r* vv&+ 1llLN.V d uce the nkti~n of negafive t&ens. At the beginning of each 
iteration we give each processor v nt($ = 2112/n - t(v) negative tokens, and let 
set L(i), which is the dual of the set H(i) with respect o 
dual of Procedure ~2 on the 
caved from v to u, an additional ‘real’ token is moved from u 
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-’ denote the parameters after the execution of 
. The total runtime of cedure %I is O( -i-log n), of whit 
token flow steps and O(log n) are spent on constructing the dag. 
) are 
We now reach the point where the two cases have ts be integrated. An e 
solution for each case by itself does not yet give an efhcient solution for the entire 
computation problem since it will be too expensive to decide at the beginning of 
each phase which of the cases apply. Instead, we run both procedures imultaneously. 
At the start of each phase we divide the tokens of each processor into two piles. 
Procedure & is run on the first pile in each processor, while Procedure B is run 
on the second. The parameters used by both procedures are half the ariginal ones, 
i.e., each procedure works on a total number of $m tokens, an the deviation of 
the distribution of the tokens is measured from the mean $rn/E The deviations 
computed in this way are half of those of the original distribution;. ‘Theorems 3.8(2) 
and 3.10(2) guarantee that running Procedure J&’ when (t) >& or Procedure 9I 
when H(i) < $n will not increase the deviation. Furthermore, since one 
cases must hold when both procedures are run, either D is reduced to 
reduced to [Q. It is easy to check that H(i) > $z implies that Q 3 D and that 
N(i) <$I implies that D 3 0. Thus, one case can not appear more than 0( 1) 
successive times in Q(log n) steps, so both D and D converge to 1/2p. 
The resulting integrated procedul-e is the following. 
to all the processors. 
using half of the token 
using the rest of t 
rocessor. 
en Procedrrre % is to a 
ocedure % is 
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then since the number of iterations is O(log K ), the number of 
O(log K log n). Now assume that K > log n. As tong as 
log n, the runtime of each iteration is dominated by the token 
construction steps become significant only when both 
number of remaining iterations is bounded by max{log log D) I=, log log n, so the 
number of steps is in O(log log n log n). i3 
in [6], the construction of the dags is parallelized, yielding an overall time of 
0( K + log n ). Unfortunately, it is not c!ear how to parallelize phases that involve 
both positive and negative tokens. However, we can show the following result. 
. IfK 3~ (2/p - 1 )m/n, then IH($)! s pn. 
roof. Assume that iH($)( > pn. Then 
Therefore, trivial manipulaGons yield K < (2/p - l)nz/ n. Cl 
This property suffices to ensure that the algorithm of [6] for the approximate 
problem works correctly to reduce K to (2/p -- l)m/n in time O(K +log n). Then 
only O(log (m/n)) iterations of Procedure % remain to be carried out sequentially. 
Thus we get the following algorithm. 
(1) Compute and broadcast K to all the processors. 
(2) Run the algorithm of [6] to reduce K to (2/p - l)m/n. 
(3) Run Procedure 55’. 
The overall running time of the resulting algorithm reduces to O(K -b- 
.f( .m, n) log n), where J( m, n) = min{log( nj/ n), log log n}. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 3.1. It is easy to verify that this time Ibound is optimal for all values of 
m except possibly in the range of 3 < m s n log EI log log n. 
3.2. Exact token distribution 
)-token distribution problem starts with solving 
t the tokens are numbered, the remaining 
c9 1 )-routing proble C2.n 
(log n) steps on arty S-network and that the same 
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runtime can be achieved probabili 
(y > 0). Ths~s, we ave the followi 
. Exact (m, K )-token distribution can be achieved in time O( K + 
f(m, n) log n) forf( m, n) = min{log( ml n), log log n}, 
(1) deterministically, on any n-vertex network combined out of a sqrt-expander ~1~s 
an S-network. 
(2) probabilistically, on any n-vertex sqrt-expander. 
packet routing 
We first show how the algorithm described earlier for the (m, AI)-token distribution 
problem implies an O(Kr + K,+ (m/n) log n) solution for the (m, K1, I&)-routing 
problem. We then prove a lower bound that establishes the optimality of this result. 
Fur every processor vi, let Xi denote the number tif tokens whose destination is 
Vi (Xi s K*)e 
A central component of the simulation is a step in which we count the number 
of tokens to be sent to each processor. For this step we assume that we have 
preconstructed on the graph a tree of bounded degree and depth O(log n) whose 
leaves are precisely all the nodes of the graph (so each node appears once as a leaf 
and possibly several more times as an internal node). It is easy to prove that such 
a tree exists for any bounded-degree graph whose diameter is O(log n), hence in 
particular for any expander. The tree has to be constructed once, and be known to 
all the processors. We also assume, for the purposes of the simulation, that the 
nodes of the graph are numbered in an order corresponding to some depth-first 
traversal of the tree. 
The routing problem is solved in six steps: 
(1) Run the token distribution algorithm. 
/* At the end of this step, each processor stores exactly m/n tokens. */ 
(2) Sort the tokens according to their destinations. 
/* The x1 tokens with destinations v, are taken to precede the x2 tokens with 
destinations v2 and so on, and at this point, the physical location of the tokens 
is such that the first m/n tokens are in v, , the next m/n are in ~2 and so on. */ 
(3) Count for each processor vi the number Xi of to 
easily be done by the following three su 
(3.1) Perform the actual counting, using 
shipping upwards partial c 
/* At the end, the numbers 
(3,2) Distribute the nu 
292 
s, each pair cmsisting of 
r some node Z;ri and a corresponding dummy one which 
nalysis 
of Steps (2) and (5) requires the network to be an S-network and 
(m/n) log n) using [3; Section 5.34 Problem 381. The permutation 
of Step (3.3) can be done on an S-network in time O(log n). Step (3.1) can be done 
(log n) too, Step (4) takes time O(1) and Step (6) takes the same amount 
rme as Step (5). Using our token distribution algorithm, Step (1) takes time 
log n) and Steps (S), (6) take time O( +(ntlp~) log n). Step (3.2) 
log n) (since it starts with verall, the above reduction 
llowing theorem. 
ere exist an (explicitly constructible) n-processor bounded-degree 
inistic) aigorithm that solves any (m, , , K,) -communication 
2 + (m/n) log n) parallel steps on that network 
e need a networ that satisfies the requirements of the 
is also an S-networ 
e result follows from the next theorem. 
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ere exists an ( 2bcQ 
(log II)/&) packets are initially at 
implement his corn 
least $m logdn edge 
packet can traverse an edge per step, fl((ml 
e wish to thank Tom Leighton for helpful discussions and suggestions. 
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